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throughout the gpu ram size numbers are relative to the size of the
app data. the number of cores is relative to the number of cores
available in the computer. all cores are given 2gb of vram with the
exception of the core i7-4850hq, which only has 4gb of vram. in this
article, we will be analyzing the performance of the multi-core cpu
with four times more cores that the number of cores available on this
particular test system. based on this, we would imagine that at least
half of the cores would be active at all times, and that with twenty
cores on a single thread of this particular action, that twenty cores
would be used at some point during the execution of this action. the
25% figure was calculated by looking at the full timeline playback and
final export times of the action, and dividing that over the number of
cores available, and then adding 25% to account for the cores that
were most likely in a sleep state but still performing work. while this is
the performance of the computer that we are using to generate the
results, they all presented roughly the same results. so the numbers
here are the average of all the runs performed on the computer for
the entire document. the timeline playback results are the total time
that the timeline took to playback starting from a stop frame. so if the
first frame takes three seconds, the total playback time would be six
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seconds since the first frame. the 3.5x cpu savings is based on the
performance of a normal 2ghz cpu (which is the maximum frequency
for a dual core) compared to a 4ghz cpu. due to the efficiency of the
2ghz cpu and the fact that it only has four cores, the 4ghz processor
would see a roughly 40% performance improvement over the 2ghz
processor. this makes sense since the 4ghz has four times more cores
that the 2ghz cpu and so it is the faster processor.
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